micro flame polisher-105T
Micro flame polisher is also portable oxyhydrogen gas generator with easy operation
and maintenance. It is acknowledged as an extremely safe, reliable and cost effective
way of producing a high temperature flame in the range of 2600 ℃- 3000℃.
Five different models of T-series oxyhydrogen gas generator are available. They have
better performance and longer serving life. Among the T-series gas generator, model
105T micro flame polisher is the smallest and most portable.

microflame welder -205T
Microflame welder is a high performance gas-generating welding unit producing a high
temperature flame up to 3000℃-with a reliable, low cost, and easy operation.Using a
standard electrical supply, hydrogen and oxygen gases are produced by the electrolysis
of water.The mixed gases are passed through a filter cup and delivered to single or
multiple torches via an output lead

oxyhydrogen gas generator-305T
oxyhydrogen gas generator-305T, also named brown gas generator, is widely used in
polishing, welding, soldering, sealing and melting fields. It is a portable gas generator
producing mixed oxygen and hydrogen gases cheaply from water. The mixes gases can
not only give an extremely hot flame with temperature up to 3000℃from flame torches,
but one which is sufficiently clean to ensure that the work piece is not contaminated.
Model 305T oxyhydrogen gas generator is equipped with torch tips having smaller
multiple orifices- four orifices and six orifices.

brown gas generator-405T
Brown gas generator, also named hydrogen oxygen gas generator produces mixed
hydrogen oxygen gases cheaply and easily just using water and electricity as fuel.
Operation calls for no bottles or gas storage - from the moment the machine is switched
on, gas is only produced as required.
Model 405T oxyhydrogen gas generator is equipped with torch tips having smaller
multiple orifices- four orifices and six orifices.

hydrogen oxygen gas generator-605T
Among these five different models of T- series gas generator, model 605T hydrogen
oxygen gas generator is the biggest and produces 600 liter/hour mixed hydrogen
oxygen gases. So 605T has very wide applications, such as Jewelry industries, wire
soldering, glass fusing, acrylic polishing, dental applications, metal cutting and so on.

